PA Joint Council of Extension Professionals (JCEP)

PA Extension Association of Family & Consumer Sciences, PA Association of Extension 4-H Agents, PA Association of County Agricultural Agents and PA Alpha Omicron Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Phi

Professional Development/Advanced Degree Scholarship

Award $400. Due: T, September 28, 2010

Application not to exceed two 8 ½ X 11 pages; minimum 10 point type; 1 inch margins. Send electronically to Joan S. Thomson; to verify receipt call within 24 hours Phone: 814-863-3825; E-mail: jst3@psu.edu

Qualifications: One $400. professional development scholarship may be awarded annually to an active member of any of the four professional associations who has a Cooperative Extension appointment for professional improvement and advanced studies leading to a graduate degree. If the recipient is employed full time by Penn State Extension for one year after receiving the scholarship, excluding time on leave of absence for professional development, the scholarship will be forgiven. If this does not occur, the amount of the scholarship plus accrued interest, at the current rate on six-month money market certificates, is due on the date employment with Penn State Cooperative Extension is terminated.

Name ________________________________ Position ______________________
Address ________________________________ Phone ______________________
Fax _______________ E-mail ________________ Years in ESP (if applicable) _____

Member--Check all that apply and describe your involvement in the Associations checked:

_____ PA Extension Association of Family & Consumer Science
_____ PA Association of Extension 4-H Agents
_____ PA Association of County Agricultural Agents
_____ PA Alpha Omicron Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Phi

College attended _______________________ Dates attend __________________ Dates attend __________________

Degrees _______________________________

Other professional training:

Professional positions held, beginning with the present:

Dates __________________ Employer __________________ Position __________________
Educational program or degree you are seeking: ________________________________

Beginning date of proposed educational program ___________ Ending date _______________

Goal or purpose of study:

Career goals in Extension:

How will award be used:
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